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Register your skill-sets

NSR as an initiative has come as a boon for the IT and BPO industry, 
which is not only helping in the recruitment process, but also making the 
job of HR much easier, writes Nivedan Prakash

The Indian IT and BPO industry is one of India’s 
outstanding successes. It provides direct 
employment to over 2 million people. In the past 10 
years, the information technology industry’s share 
of the national GDP has grown from 1.2% to 5.5%. 

Given the unprecedented growth that this industry has been seeing, the 
challenges that have emerged are equally unique. Today, issues such as 
governance, physical security, business continuity, logical security, 
safeguarding IP, software change management and personnel security 
are becoming increasingly important for both customers and service 
providers. These issues, if not properly handled, could derail the growth 
and hopes of the IT industry. 

The Indian IT and BPO companies need to continuously raise the 
standards for the safety of the employees and the clients. These issues 
are being taken extremely seriously and Nasscom, which is working 
closely with the industry, and has taken a number of pro-active steps.

One of these initiatives is the National Skills Registry (NSR), which is a 
global first of its kind. This is a part of Nasscom’s ‘Trusted Sourcing 
Initiative’. The NSR comprises a centralized database of all employees of 
the IT services and BPO companies in India. Launched in January 2006, 
this database contains independently verified objective information about 
employees in this sector. The information contained constitutes personal 
details—name, nationality, and DoB amongst others; address details—
present, permanent; educational qualifications—school, college, etc.; and 
employment history—from/to, company, and role amongst others. The 
record of an employee is uniquely identified with biometrics data of the 
employee comprising their photo and fingerprints.

Functioning of the NSR

The NSR functions by IT professionnals logging into the Internet, 
registering themselves by uploading their information onto the secure 
website and thereafter getting their biometric data uploaded from a Point 
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of Service (PoS). 

According to Nasscom, since its launch in January 2006, the NSR has 
crossed several milestones. Today the registry has 3,38,000 registered 
individuals, and over 68 companies who account for almost 70% of the 
IT and BPO industry’s workforce have joined. This first of its kind, 
industry effort led by Nasscom is independently managed and hosted by 
NDML, a fully-owned subsidiary of the National Securities Depository 
Limited, the agency that securely services 9.6 million investors and holds 
nearly $1 trillion worth of securities; manages the Tax Information 
Network for the Income Tax department; the Central Excise, and service 
tax data bases amongst others. 

NSR is a database of details of the IT professionals as entered by them 
and background check information on the same. It includes personal, 
academic and employment details of individuals employed/to be 
employed in the IT and ITeS industry. Every IT professional registered in 
NSR is identified uniquely by fingerprints. The database also has his/her 
photograph. The awareness in the industry about NSR is tremendous. 

Ashok Srinivasan, Vice President-Operations Support, Expertus, said, “As 
far as we see NSR, it will be of use to new companies setting up offices 
in the country and definitely be of use to large companies as the cost and 
time taken for verifying the prospect’s background is longer. This concept 
will reduce turnaround time of the verification process and will be of use 
for ‘just in’ recruitment. NSR will be of use to smaller companies as they 
spend more money in recruitment and verification. Though awareness 
level is high, companies for some time will prefer to have their own 
agency to carry out verification of new recruits.”

“NSR is a specialized database of IT/BPO career aspirants. The edge over 
various other databases available in the market is that it is kind of 
trusted or/and verified data. While NSDL is the agency managing the 
show, there are empanelled vendors who perform the reference-check 
activities,” added Ajit Varwandkar, Managing Director, FS Management.

Benefits of registering with NSR 

Employees 

●     Increasingly, foreign clients, especially, government or public 
bodies, are insisting on background checks of individuals prior to 
deployment on their processes. The NSR allows companies to 
demonstrate that employees recruited by them have been 
appropriately verified. 

●     It prevents undeserving candidates, who fake their resumes, to 
grab employment opportunities from getting hired.  

●     The hiring process for employees (which includes background 
checks) gets completed faster and more efficiently. 

●     The data/information of employees is stored on a secure database 
and provide complete control to the employee in respect to whom 
he/she might wish to allow access to. This meets the most stringent 
requirements of data privacy globally. 

Employers

●     Menace of bloated resume is eliminated as pre-verified facts are 
available for cross-checking. 

●     Risk of engaging any employee on the basis of fake/forged 
documents is minimized. 

●     Benefit of a background check done by any of the Nasscom 
member companies will be available to all other members of the 
industry.  This will save cost and time involved in having 
background checks done again and again. 

●     Indian IT and BPO industry can confidently claim higher standards 
of recruitment practices through NSR. 
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Customers

●     The customers can view employee information upon being 
permitted to do so by the employee. 

●     Pro-active step by the Indian IT and BPO industry to ensure 
customer information is in safe and secure hands. 

Source: Nasscom 

How the system works

NSR is a unique initiative which brings users with divergent processes, 
practices, size and strengths together on a voluntary basis to share their 
data and work as per common processes and practices. It is a unique 
achievement that this entire initiative has been conceived and executed 
without any statutory or legislative mandate. 

An employee in an IT or BPO company logs in and registers himself on 
the NSR website. Once the registration is completed i.e., his/her personal 
data is uploaded onto the NSR website, he/she goes to a PoS to have 
their biometric data (photograph and fingerprint) registered. 

This ensures that each employee record is unique and cannot be 
duplicated. 

On completion of biometric registration an IT PIN is generated and sent 
to the employee. This enables complete control of the data/record by the 
employee. He/she can authorize organizations to view the record, and 
when needed withdraw such authorization. 

In order to ensure that data/information uploaded by the employee is 
factual and process of background checking is done independently of 
Nasscom, the company employing the individual, and the individual him/
herself. 

This background checking is done by professional background checking 
companies who are empanelled for purposes of NSR. The background 
checking companies are empanelled after a rigorous empanelment 
process. These companies verify the four data sets and upload the 
verified data. Each data element is either labeled as “verified” or “unable 
to verify” or “found to be incorrect”. 

And once the background checking company uploads the results of their 
verification exercise the data on the employee’s record gets ‘locked’ and 
cannot be changed. Any further changes can only be done by way of 
additions to the record. 

This process, therefore, ensures that the data/information stored about 
the individual are accurate in all respects. 

NSR works on the principle of protecting privacy of an IT professional’s 
data in the database and resting control of the data in the hands of the 
individual who owns it. 

Such data can be updated by the IT professional by accessing the NSR, 
which is a Web-based system. IT professionals can access NSR using an 
IT PIN, login ID and password. 

As discussed above, Nasscom has engaged the services of NDML for 
creating, operating and maintaining this national database. NDML is a 
subsidiary of the National Securities Depository Limited (NSDL)—the 
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largest securities depository in India and benefits from its management 
skills and database management expertise. 

Background checking is done by companies that are empanelled as 
Empanelled Background Checking (EBC) companies. These are 
companies that follow a laid down procedure to verify the information 
registered by the employee on the NSR system. The EBCs are selected 
through a rigorous process jointly by a panel comprising NDML, 
Nasscom, and representatives from the IT/BPO industry. Here, it needs 
to be reiterated that the information is owned by the employee and 
hence his privacy is also respected. 

Commenting on how NSR works, Ravi Verma, Vice President and Global 
Head—HR, Nucleus Software, stated, “NSR facilitates sharing of 
background check information about IT professionals. Participating 
companies authorized by the individual to view his profile can order for a 
background check through background verification agencies empanelled 
by the NSR, called EBCs. Such EBCs conduct the background checks as 
per the prescribed norms and update the verification status/results of the 
details available for the IT professional on the NSR system. This becomes 
a permanent fact-sheet about the individual with background check 
results, which can be accessed by participating companies upon 
authorization by the concerned professional.”

NSR getting preference

"An employee does 
not lose out on a job 
opportunity if he/she 
is not registered on 
the NSR. Most 
companies ask new 
recruits to register 
themselves on the 
NSR system during 
the initial days after recruitment. 
Thereafter, the companies arrange for 
background checks to be undertaken"

- Raju Bhatnagar 
Vice President, Nasscom 

"NSR facilitates 
sharing of 
background check 
information about IT 
professionals. 
Participating 
companies authorized 
by the IT professional 
to view his profile can 
order for a background check through 
background verification agencies 
empanelled by the NSR, called EBCs"

- Ravi Verma 
Vice President and Global Head-HR,  

Nucleus Software

NSR functions like any other background 
verification company, that is, the 
education qualification is verified through 
the university, and criminal record is 
verified by approaching the local police 
station. The advantage over job portals 
is that the latter does not carry out a 
physical verification process. 

Companies would most definitely prefer 
candidates registered with the NSR as 
compared to other job portals because 
the authenticity of their details can be 
relied upon once they are subjected to 
the comprehensive background 
verification carried out by the EBC.

Increasingly, customers of IT and BPO 
companies are preferred and are more 
comfortable, if employees working on 
their processes have their background 
checked and verified. As a result of this 
increasing trend, more and more IT and 
BPO companies are mandating that all 
employees being recruited must have 
their background checks carried out. 
Nearly all companies pay for these 
background checks; employees do not 
have to pay for it. 

In the event an employee whose 
background has been checked chooses to 
change jobs from one IT/BPO company 
to another, the organization which had 
hired him/her would have to do a 
background check all over again, thereby 
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"NSR is a specialized 
database of IT/BPO 
career aspirants. The 
edge over various 
other databases 
available in the 
market is that it is 
kind of trusted or/
and verified data. While NSDL is the 
agency managing the show there are 
empanelled vendors who perform the 
reference 
check activities"

- Ajit Varwandkar 
Managing Director, FS Management

spending money. On the other hand, if 
an employee has had his background 
checked and is registered on the NSR, 
the hiring IT/BPO company would not 
need to conduct the background check 
afresh. It will be able to use the existing 
data/information available on the NSR.

It is estimated that the cost of 
recruitment and training is about six 
months of an employee’s wages. Wrong 
hiring decisions result in companies 
spending this amount with no return. 

Raju Bhatnagar, Vice President, Nasscom, asserted, “It is essential to 
point out that the NSR is not a job portal and should not be compared 
with one either. The NSR is a validated and secure database where the 
information relating to an employee is completely controlled by him/her. 
This, incidentally, meets the most stringent data privacy requirements 
globally. While organizations are members of NSR, they cannot access 
the entire database and select those employees that suit their 
requirements. Member companies can only access data of their existing 
employees. In the recent times the instances of faking of CVs have been 
increasing. Estimates vary, but generally it is felt that about 30% of CVs 
submitted by candidates are factually incorrect. The NSR is a process and 
a tested mechanism which is able to prevent this malaise completely. 
This is a progressive and positive step by the industry to develop an 
industry benchmark, which helps its own processes, enhances the 
perception of the industry and improves prospects.” 

Benefits of NSR

The NSR initiative is really helping the industry and its professionals. It 
has been perceived as a positive step not only in India but also across 
the globe. However, the real impact will be witnessed only once 
enrollment in NSR is specified as a prerequisite for seeking employment 
within the industry.

“Definitely NSR will be of use in the future and we feel the same should 
be extended to other verticals and not restricted to IT/ITeS. NSR 
registration will help the candidate have a smooth sail while entering an 
organization,” added Srinivasan.

Additionally, the NSR system is ISO 27001 certified. In effect this 
enables employers to prevent phishing as well. Phishing could lead to 
financial ID theft (using another’s identity to obtain goods and services); 
business/commercial ID theft (using another’s business name to obtain 
credit); and identity cloning (using another’s information to assume his 
identity in daily life) amongst others. 

Adding further, Varwandkar, said, “Ideally NSR’s objective is to assist the 
industry in improving quality manpower while safeguard from any kind of 
prospective fraud. Human capital registered with the NSR may end up 
saving recruitment process time is one probability, though the 
recruitment process have multiple variables effecting the time lines. NSR 
is `a la pre approved car lone, a ready to recruit database. A car finance 
company establishes the credit worthiness of a prospective client through 
previous repayment track records or through other surrogate tools. Like 
wise, NSR is a certification of worthiness and ready employability of a 
registered candidate, though this is within the framework of its other 
conditions and timelines.”
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Meanwhile, there are benefits of registering in the NSR as against non-
registration. And there are also value-additions that can be leveraged 
apart from minimal paper work. 

The benefits of registering with the NSR include confidence of HR on the 
candidate is assured, reduction of time and effort in recruiting 
candidates, helps candidates to have a smooth sail during interview, NSR 
certification will make the job of HR easy, especially during mass 
recruitment, and lastly it helps companies recruit the right candidates. 

“An IT professional can permit employer companies to view his 
information. If this information is already verified, it makes selection and 
recruitment faster and efficient. At any point of time maximum 10 
companies can be authorized to view the profile. If such companies view 
the profile of the IT professional, it will be indicated to him on the 
system. Since the industry is responsive to the NSR, therefore it is 
possible for an IT professional’s dream company to approach him for a 
job rather than him actually having to do so. Similarly it is advantageous 
for the companies as it exposes them to a huge database of IT 
professionals and therefore helps them in picking the right candidate as 
per their requirement,” commented Verma. 

It is as a result of these and several other benefits that IT and BPO 
companies are voluntarily embracing this initiative and at the same time 
employees have enthused it as well.

NSR vs. resumes

"Definitely NSR will 
be of use in the 
future and we feel 
the same should be 
extended to other 
verticals, and not 
restrict it to IT/ITeS. 
NSR registration will 
help a candidate have a smooth sail 
while entering an organization"

- Ashok Srinivasan 
Vice President-Operations Support, 

Expertus

There is a slight difference between 
registering on the NSR and updating the 
profile in resumes. The key difference is 
that the NSR is a verified, authenticated 
system wherein the data fed in by an 
employee is available, upon permission 
being granted by the employee. 
Updating a profile in a resume is a 
process that allows an individual to insert 
anything that he wishes to. This 
information would subsequently need to 
be verified by a system like NSR. 

Increasingly, companies are looking at reducing the time and effort spent 
verifying employees’ databases. There is a need, and interest to 
standardize this, from an authenticated source, and NSR meets this 
requirement. 

However, in the current scenario, a candidate does not necessarily lose 
out on a job opportunity due to non-registration on the NSR. However, 
with wider acceptance in the years to come, the NSR might become a 
prerequisite for employment in the industry.

Srinivasan said, “We feel that it does not create any difference with NSR 
registration and non-registered candidates. If the candidate is not 
registered, it’s going to be a problem for him if companies start 
demanding NSR registration. It is going to be an added cost to the 
company recruiting a non-NSR member as they have to spend extra 
money to conduct background checks. If companies make NSR 
mandatory then candidates will have to register with the NSR.”

“Employable manpower is scare commodity. Whether one registers with 
the NSR or not, it does not affect one’s chances of getting employment. 
There is no such condition for a recruiter that it cannot recruit candidates 
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who may not have registered with NSR. Even if such a filter comes alive 
it still won’t affect the chances of employment for an eligible candidate. 
Irrespective of the source, post interview, and pre-offer, the NSR 
formalities could any ways be executed,” stated Varwandkar. 

Adding further, Bhatnagar, commented, “No, an employee does not lose 
out on a job opportunity if he/she is not registered on NSR. Most 
companies ask new recruits to register themselves on the NSR system 
during the initial days after recruitment. Thereafter, the companies 
arrange for background checks to be undertaken. Most employees come 
clean through this process. In the event that the background check 
reveals instances where an employee has provided incorrect or inflated 
information, such employees are usually asked to leave the employment 
of the company.”

Industry acceptance 

Satyam Computers, Mphasis, TCS, CMC, ICICI, Onesource and Genpact 
are the first few subscribers to join the NSR. 

The subscription of these key industry players to the NSR in itself seems 
to suggest that the industry is opening up to the advantages provided by 
the NSR. 

Srinivansan said, “It will definitely take time for the concept to pick up. 
Organizations have to see the difference in NSR and we expect the 
situation to change in the next six months.”

“I feel that there is much scope of awareness and adoption of NSR while 
it as well comes with a set of challenges as discussed above. The future 
shall definitely be of PPP (Pre Processed Profiles). I foresee a very large 
canvas for PPP in the future,” concluded Varwandkar. 

The NSR initiative is providing a crucial link between the needs of the 
industry and employees. It is the need of the industry to recruit 
employees in a cost effective manner while at the same time being 
reassured that the antecedents of the employees have been verified. It is 
also the need of the employees to ensure that they are identified 
separately from undeserving candidates who fake their resume to grab 
employment opportunities or undesirable elements. 

nivedan.prakash@expressindia.com
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